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Whether you need to edit code, take or take quick notes, or you prefer bare bones, distraction free writing tool, a good text editor can be your best friend. This week we want to know which text editors you think are the best of the bunch, and there are plenty to go around. Of course, the best text editors
are the ones that include features that are useful to many people, whether it's writing code or just building your first website, or you want a simple tool for writing quick notes, a text editor can be your best friend, and your options go beyond notepad.exe. Let us know what ones you think are best (even if it's
notepad.exe or TextEdit) in the discussions below. The appeal to the applicants is closed! To see which of your candidates made the top five, head over to our hive five feature, and be sure to cast your vote for the toy winner! Let's hear your voice in the discussions below! To vote, follow these
recommendations: Follow this format for your voice, including bold print. If you didn't, it won't count: LOGO or SCREENSHOT Best TEXT EDITOR Vote: Best TEXT EDITOR:Why: Why is this text editor the one you prefer? Maybe it's simple, fast and free. Maybe you love writing code and it has the tools
you need to make it easy. Do your job! Try to keep it in one paragraph, maybe two. Don't duplicate the nominations! Instead, if someone has appointed your choice, the star (recommend) it to give it a boost and respond with your story instead. Please do not leave without logging, direct comments on this
post. They're just going to be pushed down. Save your stories for the representations of others! G/O Media can get commissionBuy for $100 from Best BuyIf you're not sure what we mean, just check out the nominations of our writers below. We'll give you a start and they all need to be in the proper format
so you can just follow our example. Hive Five is our weekly series where you vote for your favorite apps and tools for any job. Any suggestion on the topic? Send us a letter on tips+hivefive@lifehacker.com! There aren't many options for writing code on your iPhone, so choosing the best option isn't all that
hard. However, Nebulous Notes benefits with its better-than-average Dropbox synchronization capabilities, convenient time-saving features, and the ability to serve as more than just a programming text editor. Nebulous NotesPlatform: iPhone (and iPad) Price: $3 (or free) Download PageFeaturesStores
and sync notes in Dropbox, and you can access any text files in Dropbox, even if they are outside the sync location NotesContent can be protected by PINPreview documents in HTML, MarkDown, TeX (mathematics only), MathML and RTFSupports TextExpanderExpanderFull-screen modeSave with the
end of the CR-LF line for compatibility with Notepad.exe and other editors Insert tab key (multilind tabbing and un-tabbing is supported)A lot of mono-space-mono-space optionsCreate macros and add them to the toolbar, allowing for quick access text replacements Can print through AirPrint or PDF
fileCoding-friendly Thames with iOS 3.0 and works even with the first-generation iPhone, where it ExcelsNebulous Notes is great because it's not only synchronizing the text editor for your coding needs, but for almost any other use for simple text. You are not limited to coding, but nevertheless, it is
exceptionally qualified for the job. While you might think that the iPhone or iPad isn't the best place to write code (even when syncing the Bluetooth keyboard) - and you'll probably be right-nebulous Notes makes a great effort to take the pain off coding on a touchscreen device. It supports TextExpander,
so if you have that installed you can use your snippets in the app. In addition, there is a built-in macro-level system that can be used to quickly perform tedious keystrokes. These macros can be stored in the dashboard for easy access. In addition to a bunch of great features, the $3 price tag gets you both
an iPhone/iPod Touch version of the app as well as a copy for the iPad. When we originally looked at Nebulous Notes for the iPhone, we loved it, but like any iOS app aimed at writing everything that it outperforms on the big screen iPad. While writing code may not be the first thing you want to do on
iDevice, Nebulous Notes makes it about as painless as possible. Where it falls ShortIt would be good to be able to turn on and off the coding mode, so you don't have to deal with automatic non-correct issues when typing. Also, the syntax stressing would be very nice. A number line would be helpful, too
(although, oddly enough, it's when you type, but not when you write). Also, sometimes full screen and text button options get hidden by the keyboard and it's hard to get them back. G/O Media can get commissionBuy for $100 from Best BuyThe competition There is no ton of competition for iPhone-based
programming text editors, but there are a few options worth seeing. First, CodeToGo ($3) allows you to write code (in many, many supported languages) and actually test it in the app. Nimbus Source Code Editor ($10) is expensive, but supports several storage options, such as FTP and WebDAV, in
addition to Dropbox. He offers a line about numbering, too. Another option is to simply use the SSH app (such as Prompt) to access the web server and then edit the code through a command line in emacs (or whatever you prefer). Lifehacker's App Directory is a new and growing catalogue of



recommendations for applications and tools in a number of these categories. There is no shortage of options for text editors aimed at developers on mac, but TextMate is our best choice. It benefits with its massive support for programming language syntax, useful code snippets, expandability, and OS
integration Terminal. TextMatePlatform: Mac OS X Price: Free! Download PageFeaturesNote: This list of features borrowed from the TextMate site and links will take you directly to the TextMate pages containing more information about each feature. Where it's ExcelsTextMate is excellent. It's as simple
as you need it, providing just one window to edit one document, or it can expand to handle a large file structure. It supports a syntax that emphasizes almost any programming language you can think of, plus it contains snippets of code. These things can be expanded by downloading third-party add-ons.
TextMate has great code organization functions. It is updated often enough that you feel cared for, but not so often do you want to punch it in the face (like with Evernote). You can even use TextMate as a text editor in the terminal with a team assistant. If you're looking for a WYSISYG editor, TextMate
and this whole category isn't for you. If you just want to write code in a great editor, you've come to the right app. G/O Media can get commissionBuy for $100 from Best BuyWhere It drops shortorganizing files you are currently running on can be a little more user-friendly, as it can be a bit tedious if you
don't open the entire work folder right away when you start. The cancellation story is so detailed that you can find yourself pushing Teams lot just to get back to the place you wanted. Normally, it's just faster to reprint it. Overall, however, there is very little to complain about. At one point we complained
about its $58 price tag, but now that TextMate is open source and free it's got almost everything going for it. CompetitionIt's impossible to avoid mentioning SublimeText because it's so similar. It has almost the same language syntax support as TextMate, and even has a version of Windows as well (which
is where the app originated, but that Mac version is still very Mac-like). Honestly, whether you're using sublime text or TextMate is really going to go down to the preferences. They are both great and both are perhaps too expensive. They also both come with tests, so you can test them both and decide for
yourself. But maybe you're the one who doesn't want to pay for their program-friendly text editor. If it's you, there are a few other alternatives that cost nothing. First, TextWrangler is a capable option with a loyal user base (unless they're upgraded to their older brother BBEdit), but it's a bit low on features
and an interface that feels pretty dated. Also, there is Fraise (Smultron's successor), which is another free, capable, but not as surprising as TextMate (and text) text editor. Another free option that is probably most similar to TextMate (and sublime text, for that matter) is Kod. It supports more than 65
languages, is surprisingly fast and light, and only with one real drawback: it is in the early stages of development. When I checked it out earlier this year, however, it was pretty solid. Kod is very much worth a look, even if it hasn't been around for as long as the others. Lifehacker's App Directory is a new
and growing catalog of recommendations for the best applications and tools in a number of these categories. When a rich text editor was available in the comments section, this was the only way to respond or comment on the instruction. Now there is no way to comment with the iPad, which is where I
spend most of my time. It always comes with the missing comment text. Windows and macOS are preinstalled with a program that can open and edit text files. It's called TextEdit on Mac and Notepad on Windows, but none of them are as advanced as some of the third-party apps that are available today.
Below is a list of the best free text editors. Use them to edit everything from TXT files to HTML, CSS, JAVA, VBS, PHP, BAT files and more. If you just need a super fast way to strip formatting from any text or do. TXT file without downloading the program, try Edit Pad. Notepad is a great alternative app
for Windows laptops. It's very easy to use for beginners who just need a text file knife or editor, but also includes some really advanced features. This program uses view tabs, which means that several documents remain open at the time and they will appear at the top of the Notepad as tabs. While each
tab presents its own file, Notepad can interact with all of them simultaneously to do things like comparison files for differences and search or replace text. Perhaps the easiest way to edit Notepad files is to click the right button on the file and select Edit from the Notepad from the context menu. This
program can open almost any file as a text document and supports many useful plugins. It also includes a very convenient text search and replacement function, automatic syntax selection, auto-completion word, standalone text conversion file. The Notepad option looks for words with criteria such as the
reverse direction, corresponds only to the whole word, corresponds to the body and wraps. Also supported: bookmarks, macros, automatic backup, multi-page search, resumed sessions, read-only mode, conversion coding, Wikipedia word search, and document opening in a web browser. The notebook
also supports plugins to do things like automatically storing open documents, The entire text is from open documents to one main file, align the programming code, monitor open documents to update them as they change, copy and paste more than one item from the clipboard at once, and more. The
notebook retains text documents for a huge variety of formats such as TXT, CSS, ASM, AU3, BASH, BAT, HPP, CC, DIFF, HTML, REG, HEX, JAVA, S'L and VBS. Notepad only works with Windows, like 32-bit and and Version. You can also grab a portable version of the Notepad from the download
page; one is in the ZIP format and the other is file 7. The brackets are a free text editor that is primarily designed for web designers, but of course can be used by anyone to view or edit a text document. The interface is clean and modern and feels very easy to use, despite all its advanced settings. In fact,
almost all options are hidden from a simple site, so it's easy for anyone to use, which also provides an extremely open user interface for editing. Code authors can sniff that bracket emphasizes syntax, can split the screen to edit more than one document at a time, allows you to press one No Distractions
button for a really simple interface, and supports many keyboard keys, so you can quickly indent, duplicate, move between lines, switch lines and block comments, show or hide the hint code, and more. You can quickly change the type of file you're working with to instantly change the syntax selection
rules, as well as change file coding if necessary. If you're editing a csS or HTML file, you can turn on the Live Preview option to watch the page update in real time in your web browser as you make changes to the file. The Work File area is the place where you can open all files belonging to the same
project and move quickly between them without leaving the bracket. Some examples of plug-ins that can be used in brackets include one to support W3C verification, Ungit to make it easier to use Git, HTML tag menus and Python tools. The brackets come with a dark and light theme that can be changed
at any time, but there are dozens of others that can be installed through the extension manager. The brackets are available as DEB, MSI and DMG files for use in Linux, Windows and macOS, respectively. Komodo Edit is another free text editor with a clear and minimal design that still manages to pack
some amazing features. Different viewing modes are included so that you can quickly open or close certain windows. One is Focus Mode to hide all open windows and simply display the editor, while others show or hide things like folders, syntax check results, and notifications. This program makes it
easier to manage all open text documents. At the very top of the program is the path to an already open file, and you can select an arrow next to any folder to get a list of files, any of which will open as a new tab in Komodo Edit if you choose it. Views of folders in the direction of Komodo Edit very useful
because they allow you to view the file system as well as create virtual projects that bind folders and files together to better organize what you need to work. A unique feature in Komodo Edit is the area at the top left of the program, which allows you not only to cancel and repaint, like most programs, but
also to return to cursor location as well as go ahead to get back to where you just were. Here are some other Komodo Edit features worth noting: You can connect to a remote FTP server to open or save filesSupports bookmarking specific areas of documentLets you switch to a huge number of file types
to highlight the syntax in different ways and save in this formatThe Go to Anything search box allows you to search for files, to open, install add-ons, run scripts and commands, open menus, install other languages, change color scheme, and more frequently closed tabs and files easily open The files you
view in the Templ web browser can be built from existing files Watch file option can open the document in a new help window without being added to the list of tabs of files that you edit Visual Studio Code is a free text editor that is used primarily as a source editor. The program is extremely minimal and
even has a zen mode option of one click, which immediately hides all menus and windows, and maximizes the program to fill the entire screen. The tab viewing interface, viewed with other text editors, is also supported in Visual Studio Code, which works with multiple documents at the same time. You
can also open entire folders of files at once if you're working on a project, and even save the project for easy search later. However, this text editor probably isn't ideal if you plan to use it for programming purposes. There are entire sections dedicated to debugging code, reviewing team outputs, managing
suppliers to manage source code, and even using the built-in Command Prompt. Here are some features that you may find useful in this program: You can open entire folders right away from the right click context menuA Change all cases option makes it easy to select and edit the text you want to
change throughout the document in one sweepSimilar is to rename the Refactoring option to change the name of the character in each case it's in all documents in your projectOpening of recently closed documents easily, Since they list in the same place the IntelliSense feature helps automatically fill in
the code based on the surrounding text, and the location of the cursor in documentFiles can be automatically saved, if you turn on the option onA document can be quickly returned to what state it was in when you last saved itsdrent space can be divided into several windows for side-by-side reading and
editingDozens keyboards and completely editing for example, one to copy/paste the entire line of code over or below the current positionYs can change the color theme of the program, and the theme iconsExtensions can be installed to add more features for Visual Studio Code, such as one to debug the
debug code in the Google Chrome browser and another to run the programming code directly from the text editor, when searching for text lines, you can determine whether to match the case or all the word Visual Studio Code works on Windows, Mac and Linux computers. Computers. editplus text editor.
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